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IV Differentiation of Types Ⅳ　せいしつのはんべつ
This section explains differences between types of printing and okugaki that
should be recognized when using Japanese books as reference materials.

(1) Kokatsujibon and
Seihanbon

（1）こかつじぼんとせい
はんぼん

The early Edo period was a time of transition from kokatsujibon movable
type printing to seihanbon or woodblock printing. The same work was
sometimes published in both forms, and kokatsujibon books were often
republished in the form of seihanbon. The following explains how to
differentiate those two forms.

Books with Kyōkaku きょうかくのあるもの

Kyōkaku or the outer frame of each leaf of kokatsujibon books is made by
combining upper, lower, right and left lines, often resulting in a gap at a
corner. In the case of printed books with kyōkaku, kokatsujibon and
seihanbon can be differentiated by determining whether or not there is a gap
at a corner of kyokaku.

Books without Kyōkaku きょうかくのないもの

In the case of kokatsujibon, different pieces of movable type have slightly
different heights, resulting in an uneven quantity of Indian ink put on those
pieces. So, for books without kyōkaku, the evenness of ink can be a clue to
differentiating kokatsujibon and seihanbon. However, a more accurate
means to identify kokatsujibon is to check if damaged pieces of movable type
are used. Also, mixed use of movable types with various levels of abrasion
could be an important indication.

Seihanbon Republished from
Kokatsujibon

こかつじふっこくせいはん
ぼん

In the early Edo period, kokatsujibon books were often republished in the
form of seihanbon. Though they closely resemble the original kokatsujibon,
the look of continuous characters implies it is a seihanbon book.

(2) Issues of Okugaki and
Kanki

（2）おくがきとかんきの
もんだい

When it comes to Japanese books, okugaki of a manuscript book and kanki
of a printed book are important in knowing the nature of the book, the year
of publication and how the book was produced. In the case of okugaki,
however, its nature needs to be identified. In addition, kanki is not added to
all books. The following explains such issues.

Hon Okugaki and Shosha
Okugaki

ほんおくがきとしょしゃお
くがき

Okugaki that was originally in the book used for the transcription
(teihon/oyahon or the original) is called hon okugaki, while one that was
written when transcribing that book is called shosha okugaki.

Hon Okugaki ほんおくがき

When transcribing an existing manuscript book to make a new manuscript
book, okugaki of the original (teihon/oyahon) is often transcribed. In the
terminology of Japanese books, the original is called "hon," and this okugaki
is called hon okugaki, meaning okugaki found in the original. Hon okugaki
often starts with the note "Hon ni iwaku" or "the original says." If the words
"han (zaihan)" are found under the signature, this okugaki can be identified
as hon okugaki.

Shosha Okugaki しょしゃおくがき

Unlike hon okugaki, shosha okugaki is okugaki that was written when the
applicable manuscript book was transcribed. Because hon okugaki does not
always have the note of "hon ni iwaku", okugaki without such a note makes
it necessary to determine whether it is hon okugaki or shosha okugaki.

Authenticity of Okugaki おくがきのしんぎ
Okugaki provides important information on the nature of the manuscript
book and how it was made, but a false okugaki may be fabricated to give
authority to the book.

False Okugaki にせおくがき

It is not uncommon for fictional okugaki to be written in order to give
authority or disguise the publication year. A fabricated okugaki may be
found to be so if there is a contradiction between the persons involved and
the age.

Okugaki of Unknown
Authenticity

しんぎふめいのおくがき
In some cases, with doubtful okugaki it cannot easily be determined if it is
true or false. In particular, it is difficult to determine the authenticity of
okugaki without a specific person's name.

Books without Shosha
Okugaki or Kanki

しょしゃおくがき・かんき
のないほん

Quite a few manuscript books do not have shosha okugaki, and it was not
uncommon until the early Edo period for printed books to not have kanki. In
treating books without shosha okugaki or kanki as reference materials, an
issue is how they should be positioned.
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Books without Shosha
Okugaki

しょしゃおくがきのないほ
ん

Shosha okugaki is not always written when a manuscript book is made, so
there are many manuscript books without shosha okugaki. In this case, the
publication year needs to be identified by using all available clues, including
the color of Indian ink, the writing style, ryoshi, binding and the covers.

Books without Kanki むかんきぼん

While printed books since the middle Edo period generally have kanki
except privately published versions, printed books without kanki were not
uncommon particularly until the early Edo period. In this case, the year of
printing or how the book was published needs to be inferred from the style of
characters, ryoshi or other elements.


